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Stainless Shot
Rounded Cut Wire
Cut Wire
Zinc Shot
Glass Beads
Aluminum Oxide 
Garnet

CUT WIRE SHOT
The cut short wire made by cutting 0.45-0.7% high carbon steel to a certain length has hardness in the range of 40-60HRC,
and it is so strong and durable that its in-service life time is longest compared to that of other shots. Also, as the grain size is
uniform, its cleaning speed is two times faster than for the cast shot.

The characteristics are:
1) Because there is no energy loss with the material close to the perfect rigid body with high specific strength and 7.85 of specific

gravity, it hits the part hard as to double the rust removal capability.
2) Due to resistance to impact, wear, fatigue, etc, the life time is longer (more than two times than the steel shot)
3) As it is resilient enough and able to rebound, cleaning efficiency is high even for complex shape parts. 
4) The uniform grain size enables to control dispersed grains in the machine.
5) The cleaning speed is more than two times faster than for other shots.
6) As there are no broken grains for the perfect rigid shot, the equipment maintenance cost is saved without wearing of wear-re-

sistant equipment parts.

SUS, AL CUT WIRE SHOT
• Surface cleaning of stainless steel products.
• De-rusting of metallic rusts after blasting
• Better surface
• Brighter surface

SHOT SELECTION CRITERIA
1. Fast cleaning speed saves cost despite of somewhat higher price.
2. The finer the grains are, the faster the cleaning speed becomes.
3. High rebounding ability reduces processing time.
4. The shot reducing wear of wear-resistant equipment parts is economical.
5. The shot able to control operating mix is economical.

SPECIAL SHOT
KONG-KONG (Rounding Cut Wire Shot)
As this shot makes up for the weakness of both the cut wire shot and the steel ball, not only the rough surface of the cut wire
shot is prevented at initial charge, but also the life time and dust problems of the steel ball are solved at the same time.

1. Fatigue life of the product is extended by hundreds times due to the shot peeing  effect.
2. Cleaning of the ultra-fine product 
3. Surface treatment of aluminum die casting parts
4. Initial management of operating mix control
5. Prevention of notches owing to the round rigid body
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This process is that the kinetic energy of the shot or grit is imposed on the surface of the
part against which the grains are propelled at about 100m/sec. The way of propelling is
air blasting using compressed air or airless blasting using the impeller. Foreign sub-
stances or dust is removed, and the propelled shots are automatically collected right
away to be used repeatedly thousands times by returning to the feeder.
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